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Chapter 1620 Three Seconds

Three seconds?

The people at the scene, including those in Jinyu Volley, were stunned.

What can you do in three seconds?

With a blink of an eye, three seconds passed.

Wiliam and Xu Tongyin struggled for more than an hour before finally deciding
the outcome.

NowWiliam actually said that it would take three seconds to defeat Chi Zhan?

Isn’t that special, bragging and not writing drafts?

Not to mention that Wiliam was fully fired during his heyday, but now he is not
half-lived.

If you don’t take the opportunity to buy time to rest, you just need to start the
game right away and end the battle in three seconds?

Young man!

Liu Yuntian’s expression suddenly became extremely complicated.

He knew that Wiliam was arrogant.

The remarks made by Chi Zhan and Hu Yixiao just now were really ugly.

Normal people can’t stand it.

Not to mention Wiliam as the party concerned.

Wiliam got caught in the other party’s tricks!

“Wiliam, don’t be impulsive, don’t be arrogant.” Liu Yuntian pulled Wiliam and
whispered.

Song Hanyu quickly said, “Wiliam, they are deliberately angering you, so don’t be
fooled.”



It’s not easy to get to this point, but you can’t fall short at the last minute.

Although the current Jinyu Volley is destined to be among the nine sects.

But in the last game, I also hope to be able to play beautifully, to draw a
successful end to the nine qualifying matches this time.

Especially Song Hanyu was very disturbed.

Wiliam’s condition is very bad now, if he is stimulated, let alone be able to exert
his combat effectiveness.

It is possible to be killed on the spot on the court.

The people who covered the sky with a strange sword hated Wiliam, and many
consecutive masters were broken in Wiliam’s hands, and Wiliamkeng took a lot of
money.

This hatred, of course, is to be vented happily on this final battle.

The people with strange swords covering the sky appeared here so accidentally,
and blocked their way, and then kept taunting Wiliam. Isn’t the meaning in it
obvious enough?

Therefore, people who are determined not to be obscured by strange swords can
walk with rhythm.

However, Wiliam smiled and said: “It’s okay, with a mere Chi Zhan, I don’t care
about it.”

“Wiliam!” Song Hanyu was so angry that he almost spat out a mouthful of old
blood.

Why is this guy just like taking dynamite?

Where is the usual cleverness?

Jumping into the pit that a discerning person knows at a glance?

After hearing this, the stranger who covered the sky laughed exaggeratedly.

This laughter immediately attracted the attention of many people.

Taking advantage of this wave of attention, Hu Yixiao deliberately said loudly:
“Everyone, come and listen, what do I hear from this kid?”

“He just said that he wants to defeat Chi Zhan within three seconds. Isn’t it
funny?”



After the people at the scene listened, Qi Qi was stunned.

Fang Ye Tan this day!

Three seconds?

Are you kidding me?

“Did this kid break his head after the fight with Xu Tongyin just now? Why is he so
unclear about his speech?”

“I think he feels that he is full of confidence after winning Xu Tongyin, and he
feels that he is the number one in the world, and no one will look at him
anymore.”

“I thought this kid was pretty good just now, but he is so crazy now? The cowhide
that I blown doesn’t look really unreal?”
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Wiliam’s exaggerated remarks immediately attracted a lot of discussion.

But the results of the discussion are consistent.

This kid is bragging.

If three seconds can really solve the problem, only two problems can be
explained.

One, this is a miracle on earth.

Second, Chi Zhan is a big mess.

But judging from the previous games, Chi Zhan is obviously also a god, and he
still hasn’t fully demonstrated his strength yet.

If Wiliam could defeat Chi Zhan, half of the people would believe it.

But in three seconds, cheating the child.

“And do you know what else he said? He said that he doesn’t need to rest at all,
and he can start the fight now.” Hu Yixiao gestured, and his men immediately
threw another blockbuster.

This was preparing to set up Wiliam, making it difficult for him to ride a tiger.

There was another uproar at the scene.



The intensity of the competition just now is obvious to all. Wiliam and Xu Tongyin
both suffered serious internal injuries.

One or two hours to rest is already very difficult.

Now he doesn’t even want to take a break, just go to war?

Isn’t this guy the wildest contestant ever?

Even the referee’s face turned bad.

He looked at Wiliam and said, “Wiliam, you have to think twice. This is a very
prudent game. Now everyone is watching again. Every word you say is effective. I
hope you don’t be arrogant.”

Several other suzerains also nodded together.

He was still too young, and he couldn’t hear one or two irritating words in this
anger.

Chi Zhan looked at Wiliam arrogantly, and said, “I see, everyone is talking for you,
think about it, I’ll leave you more time and take a good rest.”

Wiliam shook his head, gently broke away from Song Hanyu’s support, walked
directly to another intact arena, looked at Chi Zhan and said, “Come on, deal with
you, I don’t want to waste a minute and a second on you.”

The eyes of the people at the scene were all rounded.

This kid is not bragging.

But he was really ready to face Chi Zhan directly without taking a break.

What a special thing!

Planning to abandon the game directly?

Chi Zhan showed a playful look in his eyes, as if a certain intention had been
achieved, he jumped and stood five meters away fromWiliam.

“I really intend to start right away!” The person below had an incredulous
expression.

“Referee, get ready to announce the start.” Wiliam looked at the referee with
indifferent eyes.

Where can the referee do the master, immediately look in the direction of the
podium.



The lion’s lion sighed and said, “Since the players make their own decisions,
respect them.”

The referee nodded, glanced at Wiliam depressedly, and then immediately
looked at Chi Zhan, “Are you ready?”

Chi Zhan laughed loudly, “He’s all ready, I’m not ready yet? What’s the joke?”

Then Chi Zhan proudly said to Wiliam: “Boy, now it’s done, you can’t get off
anymore if you want to go down, ho ho, don’t say you are injured now, just your
previous routines have been touched by me. It’s clear, you…”

“I have finished the game at the time of nonsense, the referee, let’s announce
the start.” Wiliam said a little impatiently.

Chi Zhan’s face became cold.

This kid!

Really look for death!

The murderous in his heart has made a decision!

This kid, today not only wants to let him, but also let him die!

Not only let him die, but also let him die incomparably worthlessly!

The referee sighed and said: “I announce that the final finals of the nine
qualifying matches will now officially begin!”

When the voice fell, an electronic screen on the stage immediately started
timing.

one!

Just as Chi Zhan was about to rush towards Wiliam, Wiliam stretched out a finger
and pointed at Chi Zhan!

two!

Chi Zhan’s pupils suddenly shrank, as if something terrible had happened!

three!

“die!”
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